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1. INTROJXJCTH~N 
eierring to a paper of Franchetti and Furi [14] the con 
coapproximation in normed linear spaces was introduced by 
Singer [20] in 1979 as a counterpart to the well estab 
approximation. If K is a nonempty subset and x an element of a norme 
linear space X, then in best approximation, those elements PER (if any) 
are considered for which 
I/x - kll G lb - k’ll wd E K., 
while in best coapproximation, the interest is in those kg K (if any) 
satisfying 
Ilk-k’ll < 11x-k’ll Vk’ E x. (1.1) 
mong others, best coapproximation seems to 
scribing certain phenomena relevant in the stu 
sunny retractions which, in turn, are related to hbe theory of fixed 
contractive and quasi-contractive rna~~in~s (cf. for instance [2, 9, 
1, 123 1. In particular, what is called a ‘6cosun” in the setting of best 
roximation was used by Browder [9] in udy 0 ro~ima~t§ to 
oints of contractive mappings to gene tke property of 
sets in Hilbert spaces to more general nach spaces. For 
~~~itio~s see Section 2 below. 
In his thesis L. Hetzelt [16] intensively st ied best c~a~~rox~~atio~ in 
ensional normed linear spaces, in rticular, ~et~c~l 
for cosuns in the normed plane as well as in strictly convex s 
an arbitrary normed linear space always is a close 
e converse-a closed norm-convex set is a cosun--is 
lane (cf. [lS, 173) as well as in Hilbert spaces and c 
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spaces among the Banach spaces of dimension greater than two [16]. 
Therefore, in normed linear spaces of three and higher dimensions, in 
general, additional properties are necessary for characterizing cosuns. A 
contribution in this direction is a result of L. Hetzelt [16] for n-dimen- 
sional Zp-spaces, 1< p < co, p # 2, related to the concept of H-convexity 
(cf. PIi 
A subset of R” is a cosun in ZP(n), 1~ p < co, p # 2, if and only 
if it is the intersection of a family of closed half spaces whose 
normal vectors have at most two coordinates different from 
zero. (1.2) 
This is an extension of a result of Bohnenblust [7] characterizing those 
linear subspaces of ZP(n), 1~ p < 00, p # 2, which are the range of a 
contractive linear projection. 
In nonstrictly convex ZP(n)-spaces characterizations of cosuns seem to be 
unknown. It is the aim of this paper to describe cosuns in Z’(n). Further- 
more, we give a unified approach to cosuns in ZP(n) for the two cases: 
1~ p < co, p # 2 and p = 1. It turns out that a kind of cylinder set may 
be regarded as fundamental for cosuns in ZP(n), 1 < p < co, p # 2. By a 
cylinder set in R” we mean a product of the form 
{(z 1, **-, z,) E R”; (Zi, Zj) E B}, (1.3) 
where i, j E ( 1, . . . . n}, i-c j, and Bc R2. We characterize the cosuns in ZP(n), 
1 d p < co, p # 2, as those norm-convex sets which are intersections of 
closed cylinder sets (cf. Theorem 4.12). The proof is established by an 
inductive argument and if 1 < p < co, p # 2 provides an alternate to the 
procedure in [ 163. 
For p = 1 we obtain a characterization of cosuns that may be considered 
as a direct analogue to (1.2). Indeed, the class of closed half spaces whose 
normal vectors have at most two coordinates different from zero is replaced 
by a class of norm-convex sets in Ii(n) that have a quite simple structure, 
namely the so-called “angular spaces” whose both outer normal vectors lie 
in a quadrant of a two-dimensional coordinate plane. (By an angular space 
we mean a proper connected subset of R” that is the union of two closed 
half spaces.) Besides, a condition is needed that guarantees that the inter- 
section of a family of such norm-convex angular spaces of Z’(n) is itself 
norm-convex (cf. Theorem 5.3). 
Our investigations essentially depend on the fact that in the spaces under 
discussion, each existence set of best coapproximation is a cosun. The 
latter was proved by Hetzelt [17] even for general finite dimensional 
strictly convex spaces. We further extend this result to arbitrary finite 
dimensional spaces in Section 3 of this paper. Previously, in Section 2, 
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some preliminaries are provided. In Section 4 we characterize cosuns in 
!P(n), 1 < p < co, p # 2, by cylinder sets and in Section 5 by angular s 
The author thanks H. Berens for interesting discussions during the 
preparation of this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a finite dimensional real normed linear space with no Ij . I/ ; in 
case X= EP(n) we also write // .jlP or jl .llIPCnj for the norm. The semi-inner 
product (., .), on Xx X is defined by the right-band Gbteaux derivative 
of I/. ll”P 
(x, y), := lim IIY+WI~- l/AZ 
t+0+ 2t ’ 
(x, y)eXxX. 
For x = (Xl) . ..) x,), y = ( yl, . ..) y,)EIP(n), 1 <p-c 30, y#O, there ho1 
IlYlll 2 xisgnYi+ IiYllI i lxilv p=1 
i= 1 i=l 
(x2 v>,= Y, z 0 Y!=o 
JJ, xiIYilp-l w YJllYll,P~2, I<p<oO. 
For a subset K of X, $ k, and IRK denote its closure, interior, and bound- 
ary, respectively; moreover, co K, lin K, and aff K stand for its convex, 
linear, and afline hull, respectively. If K is a su space, dim K denotes its 
imension. 
We now introduce a special case of metrical convexity. If x, y E X, x # y, 
at a point z E X is (metrically) between x an y or a ~etwee~~~Q~~~ 
, if z#x, y and 
lb--zIl + lb-Yll = lb-JJII. 
In a strictly convex space the set of points between x an 
segment {ax+(l-a)y;O<a<l). In case X=P(n), the 
between x = (xi, . . . . x,) and y = (y,, . . . . yJ is given by 
line 
ints 
(z= (zl, .~., z,); min{xi, yi} <zj<max{xj, yi> Vice N,>\{x, y], 
where N, := (1, . . . . l-z>. A set Kc X is called ~o~~-~o~vex 
IP(n) -convex, if X= I*(n)), if for any two distinct points k’, k” E K 
exists at least one between-point kE K. enger, form-co¶vexit~ of 
closed sets can be characterized as follows (cf., e.g., [S]): 
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A closed subset K of X is norm-convex if and only if any two 
distinct points k’, k” E K can be joined by a rectifiable curve of 
length Ilk’ - k”ll entirely contained in K. 
In a strictly convex space a closed norm-convex set is always convex. 
For a nonempty set KC X and an element x E X let 
BK(x) := (z E X; llz - kll 6 I/x - klj Vk E K}. (2.1) 
The metric coprojection from X to K is the set-valued mapping R,: AT-+ 2x, 
defined by 
R&C) := BK(x) n K. 
If K is closed, then R, is upper semi-continuous and compact-valued. For 
each x E X, any k E RK(x) is called an element of best coapproximation of x 
in K. It is convenient to identify a set-valued mapping with its graph in 
Xx X; thus for instance, we also write (x, k) E R, instead of k E RK(x). K is 
called an existence set of best coapproximation, if RK(x) # @ for each x E X, 
and a cochebyshev set, if R&x) is a singleton for each x E X. 
If K is an existence set of best coapproximation, then K as well as 
RJx), for each x E X, are closed norm-convex sets, thus convex, if X is 
strictly convex. In a strictly convex space, K is an existence set of best 
coapproximation if and only if it is an optimal set in the sense of 
Beauzamy-Maurey [3, Prop. 111.1.1. The connection between existence sets 
of best coapproximation and optimal sets in nonstrictly convex spaces was 
completely described by Hetzelt in his thesis (cf. [17]). We summarize a 
few results on existence sets of best coapproximation in strictly convex 
spaces to which we refer later in case X= ZP(n), 1~ p < co (cf. [3, 161). 
If X is strictly convex, then the following hold: 
(i) The intersection of a family of existence sets of best co- 
approximation is an existence set of best coapproximation. 
(ii) Let Kc X be an existence set of best coapproximation. If k# @, 
then every closed half space determined by a supporting hyperplane to K at 
a smooth boundary point of K is an existence set of best coapproximation. 
If k= a, then aff K is an existence set of best coapproximation. 
In a smooth space X, an existence set of best coapproximation that is a 
linear subspace is even a cochebyshev set and, moreover, the range of a 
unique contractive linear projection. If X is ZP(n), 1 < p < co, the contrac- 
tive linear retracts and their translates are the only cochebyshev sets of the 
space (cf. [S, 221). 
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Concerning the definition of a cosun, let us introduce, for x E X7 the set 
G, := (z&Y, (x, -z),>O). 
The complement of G, with respect o X is the “dual” analogue to t 
of decrease of x with vertex at 0 which occurs in the setting 
approximation in connection with suns. Tf K is a nonempty subset 
~pp~~x~~~tio~ region between x and K is the set 
= (zEX; i[z-kli < //z+il(x-z)-kll Vke 
This concept originating from F. Browder [9] was used by 
] for studying contractive retract 
ed ““orthogonal retractions” in [ 
R;(x) := AK(x) n M 
(cf. [ 19, 201). K is called a cosun if Ri(x) # $3 for each x E X. 
KY c R,, a c~sun is an existence set of best ~oa~pro~imat~o~~ 
is a cosun if and only if for each x E X, there is at least one k E 
is an element of best coapproximation of each point on the ray th 
originating from k. This illustrates the relations between cosuns and suns 
(see [2f ] ). Note that a cosun K can be represented in the form 
which will be used especially for our investigations in the space I’(n). 
3. THE "~~OSUN" PROPERTY OF EXISTENCE Sms 
gave the following description of cosuns carrying over 
[4] on suns in finite dirne~s~~~a~ spaces to the best 
bset K of a finite dimensional norme 
cosun if and only if the map AI+ (I - A) R, is surjective for ah 
I”> 1. (3.1) 
In [ 17 ] the surjectivity condition is verified for existence sets of 
~rox~rnati~~ rn strictly convex spaces by a theorem from co 
topology on set-valued upper semi-continuous, close 
rna~~i~g~ with the additional property of being “outwar 
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[18]). Thus, in a strictly convex space an existence set of best coap- 
proximation is a cosun. We extend this result to nonstrictly convex spaces 
by replacing the metric coprojection R, in (3.1) by its convex-valued 
extension 
CD,: x-,25 QK(x) := co RK(x). 
Cf. Proposition 3.2 below with the different situation in the setting of best 
approximation as described by H. Berens [4, Satz 21. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. A subset K of a finite dimensional normed linear space 
X is a cosun if and only if AI + (1 - 1) QK is surjective for all 1> 1. 
ProoJ: For Kc X let us consider the compact- and convex-valued map 
B,: X-t 2X defined by (2.1) satisfying the following easily verified property. 
If x E X, z E BJx), and 2 > 1, then z E B,(z + n(x - z)). Thus z E AK(x) if 
and only if ZE B,(z+ 1(x-z)) for VIE (0, 1). 
Let xeX\K. We will show that the surjectivity condition implies 
Rk(x) # 0. For every m E N, m > 2, there is some (xm, y”) E Qi, such that 
x=mxm + (1 -m) y”. As ym E BK(xm), we have, by the above remark, 
y”’ E B,(x” + 6(x - xm)) VmZ2, V6E [O,l]. (3.3) 
For 6 = 1 this implies that (y”),, N is a bounded sequence in X which may 
be supposed convergent without loss of generality. Then, 
lim xm= lim y”=:y. 
m+m m+m 
The surjectivity condition implies K to be closed, then BK is upper semi- 
continuous and compact-valued, and thus y E QK( y). This means, y is a 
convex combination of elements of R,(y), say y = cf= i a%‘, where 1 E N, 
k’ E RK( y), ~6 > 0 (i = 1, . . . . I), and cf= i a’ = 1. Then, for every Jo { 1, . . . . I>, 
IIy-k’ll= 1 a’(k’-kj) <(l-cr’)IIy-kk’l/, 
II i # j II 
hence cli /I y - kjll = 0, from which we conclude that y E K. It follows from 
(3.3), as m -+ co, 
YEBK(Y+G-Y)) VhE lx, 11, 
thus ye AK(x) n K= R&(x). 
We now proceed analogously to [17]. If K is an existence set of best 
coapproximation and x E X\K, then for every z E as,(x), the set Q,(z) lies 
in the support cone to BK(x) at z. Thus, for every A > 1 the mapping 
AI+ (1 - A) QK restricted to the compact and convex set BK(x) is “outward 
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directed.” Moreover, it is upper semi-continuous and 
compact and convex set to each element of BAY(x). 
theorem in [18, Theorem 3.14, p. 471, it follows 
BK(X) c (Art- (1 - 2) @K) BAX). 
Thus the mappings AZ+ (1 - A) GK are surjective for all A > 1. 
THEOREM 3.4. In a finite dimensional normed linear space, an existence 
set of best coapproximation is a cosun. 
4. CYLINDER SETS 
e first introduce some notation. For n E N let N, := (1: . . . . n>, ei 
denotes the ith canonical unit vector of R”. e define the following 
orthogonal projections. For ie N, let 
zi: [W*+lw--l, Ti(Z) := (21) . ..) zip 1, z;+ 1) . ..) z,), if z = (Zj, ..~, z,), 
ni: R” + R, q(z) := Zj~ 
For i,j~ N,, i<j, let 
xii: RF-+ R2, nJz) := (Zip Zj). 
If necessary for distinction, we provide the signs for these projections wit 
a superscript n, e.g., z; instead of zi, to indicate that R” is the domain of zi. 
If i, Jo N, such that i < j, then the 2-dimensional subspace of R” 
is called the (i, j)-coordinate plane. It is decomposed into four ~~adr~~ts 
according to the partition of R*. We always assume a quadrant to be a 
closed set. A set C c R.” is called a cylinder set, if there exist i, j E N,, i < j, 
and a set B c R2 such that 
The set 
is then called the base of C in the (i, j)-coordinate plane. Trivially, there 
exist cylinder sets with bases in different 2-dimensional coordinate planes 
In this section we deal with ‘cylinder sets that are eosuns in Zp(p?), 
1~ up < co: p # 2. They can be easily characterized as follows. 
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If 1 <p < co, p # 2, and C is a cylinder set of the form (4.1), then the 
following four assertions are equivalent: 
(i) C is a cosun in Z”(n). 
(ii) C is closed and ZP(n)-convex. 
(iii) B is closed and P(2)-convex. 
(iv) B is a cosun in ZP(2). 
Moreover, for every XE R” 
{z; 7cij(z)ERB(nii(x)), 71,(2-x) = 0 Vr E N,\{i, j}} c R,(x). 
Clearly, if p > 1 the intersection of a family of closed ZP(n)-convex-and 
thus convex-cylinder sets is always closed and (ZP(n)-) convex. The 
corresponding statement in case p = 1 is not valid in general, as can be seen 
already by simple examples for n = 3. Anyhow, the following lemma holds 
which, for convenience, is stated also for p > 1. 
LEMMA 4.2. If a nonempty set Kc R” is the intersection of a famiZy of 
closed cylinder sets in R”, then K can be represented in the form 
K= fl {z E IL!“; Q(Z) E TC~(K)}, 
l<i<j<n 
and for 1 <p< CO, p #2, K is ZP(n)-convex if and only if z&K) is 
ZP(2)-convex for aZZ (i, j) E N n x N n with i < j. 
ProoJ: We prove the assertion on norm-convexity in case p = 1. Let K 
be Z’(n)-convex and let (i, j) E N, x N,, i < j. Then QK) has the property 
that any two distinct points (a,, ai), (bj, bj) E z,(K) can be joined by a 
rectifiable curve of length [ai- bil + laj- bil lying entirely in xv(K). Then 
also the closure ?r&K) has this property and thus is Z’(2)-convex. 
Conversely, let all n&K) be Z’(2)-convex and let a, b be two distinct 
points in K. If, e.g., (a,, a2) # (b,, b2) then n12(K) contains a between-point 
(cr, CJ of (a,, a2) and (b,, bJ. This implies the existence of a sequence 
(k”) in K such that lim, -t m rci2(kM) = (ci, CJ and for every r = 3, . . . . n, the 
sequence of numbers (k:) has a finite or infinite limit. For r E N, put 
k, := lim, _ o. k; and for r = 3, . . . . n put 
1 
max{a,, b,) max{a,, b,} <k,,< co 
c,:= min{a,,b,} if -co~~k~<min(a,,b,} (4.3) 
k, min(a,, b,} <k,<max{a,, b,). 
Then c := (c,, . . . . c,) is a point between a and b. Since for every 
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(i,j)Ef+J,XNin, i< j, n,(K) is a closed I’(2)-convex set co~tai~~~~ 
elements (a,, aj), (bi, bj), and (ky, k,“) (mu W), we corndude t 
(tit cj) E n&K) and hence c E K. Indeed, let (i’, j) E N, x N, such t 
and (i, j) # (I, 2) and let, e.g., ai < b, and aj < b,. To i~l~~~~a~~ we 
the following three cases: 
(i) k,E(b;, 001, kjE(bj, ~01, 
(ii) kit [-co, a,), kjE (b,, co], 
(iii) kie [a,, bi], kjg (b,, CC]. 
In case (i), (ci, cj) = (bi, bj)Enii(K). In case (ii), there exists a 
m, E N such that ky < ai and k,? > bj for all integers m 3 PTZ~. Then 
m >, m,, we can find a U: E R! such that (uy, bj) is 
(a,, aj) and belongs to x,(K). AS U? <aj< b,, ~SO (cj, cj) = (a,, bj) is 
contained in n&K). As well in case (iii), for all s~fficie~t~~ large m there 
exists an element (MY, bj) E rc,(K) which is a betwe~~-~o~~t 
faj, a,). As (ky ) is a bounded sequence, also (~7) is bounde 
a convergent subsequence with limit, say ui. As (tii, 
ui < ki d b,, also (ci, cj) = (kj, 6,) belongs to rr&M). 
We now wish to show that a cosun K in IP(n), 16 p =C co, p # 2, can be 
represented as the intersection of a family of closed IP(n)-c 
sets. For this, we proceed by iteration, we first prove that, if 
IP(n), it admits the representation 
then we show that zj(K) is a cosun in IP(n - 1)” In or 
treat the cases p = 1 and 1 < p < co, p # 2, separately. 
If p = 1, a representation of the form (4.4) can be proved for the sets Gr 
in E’(n). Recall that for every x E Z’(n) 
G,= {zd(n); (x, -z),>O) 
LEMMA 4.5. If x E Z’(n), n 2 3, then 
G, = (j (z E Z’(n); Zi(Z) E q(G,)). 
i=l 
PvooJ: Let z~l’(n) such that zi(z)~zi(G,) for each ieN,. Then 
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z-zieiEG, for each ieN,. Thus, if zi=O for some CENT, then ZEG,. If, 
however, zi # 0 for each i E N n, we have the inequalities 
i Xi sgn Zj < Xi sgn Zi + jXil (iE NJ, 
j=t 
which, by addition, imply 
(n-1) i XiSgnZi< i lxil. 
i=l i= 1 
Supposing sgn zj = sgn xi for each ie N, gives a contradiction. Indeed, 
on the one hand, x # 0 since zi # 0 for each i E N,, on the other 
hand, (n - 2) C;= 1 JxJ < 0, hence x = 0. Therefore, there must be an in N, 
such that sgn zi# sgn xi and hence xi sgn zi+ lxil = 0 which implies 
Xi”= r xj sgn zj < 0. Thus, z E G,. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. If K is a cosun in 1 l(n), n 2 3, then 
K= fi {z E Z’(n); zi(z) em}. 
i=l 
ProojI Recalling that 
K= () (k+G,-,) 
(x,k) E R; 
and using the representation formula from Lemma 4.5 we have 
K= fi ZE~‘(~);Z~(Z)E 0 
i=l (x,k)~ Rh 
where the sets ri(k + Gx-J are closed for all in N, and all (x, k) E Ri. 
From this we get the formula stated in the proposition. 
Observe that Lemma 4.5 is no longer valid in ZP(n), 1 < p < co, p # 2. To 
prove formula (4.4) in this case we use a typical convexity argument 
instead noting that in a strictly convex space a cosun is a convex set. Thus, 
(4.4) is first verified for linear hyperplanes that are cosuns. If Kc [w” is a 
linear subspace of dimension <(n - 2), (4.4) is valid in any case even if K 
is not a cosun. The general case then can be handled by these linear results 
and known theorems on convex existence sets of best coapproximation. 
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LEMMA 4.7. If K is a linear hyperplane that is a COSM in Ip(n), 
1~ p < co, p # 2, n z 3, then there is an ie FYi, such that 
K= {z E W; zi(z) E Tag. 
Proof: For brevity, we put Ki := (ZE R”; zi(z)~zi(K)). Note t 
K= K, if and only if ei E K. Suppose that ei 4 K for each i E N n. Then for 
each such i there exists a unique k’ E K and a unique Ai E R\(B j such t 
e1 = k’+ Lie’ (k’ = 0, i, = 1). The vectors e1 -Ace” (i = 2, .1.5 n) then form a 
basis for Since K is a linear cosun in a smooth space, i
set. Let x$ K and put y :=x- RK(x). Then (y, k),= 
Choosing k := e1 - Aie” (i= 2, . . . . n) we obtain y1 = yi13Jp--l sgn lj (in IV,), 
and hence 
‘dkEK. 
Taking now the linear combination k := x7= 2 oc,(e’ - ;lie’) with positive czj, 
(4.8) leads to the equation 
$*a-‘=( f cxi)p-l (cq>O) 
i=2 
which is false, if 1 <p < a, p # 2, and n > 3. Thus there must be at feast 
one i E N, such that ei E K. 
E.g., in [3] it is shown that under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.7 the 
hyperplane K even contains at least (n - 2) canonical unit vectors of 5%“. 
course, the proof of this stronger result requires a more sophistica 
argument. 
Before taking up the general case let us mention that the formula give 
in Lemma 4.7 also holds for cosuns that are closed half spaces. 
OPOSITION 4.9. If K is a cosun in IP(n), 1 < p < a, p f 2, p1 b 3, then 
K= fj (dW;z,(z)~~}. 
i=l 
ProoJ: Since lP(n) is strictly convex for the p’s in question, BE: is a 
convex set. If &# a, let Q be the set of smooth boundary points of K, an 
for each 4 E Q, let H, be the closed half space which is 
supporting hyperplane to K at q and contains 6% Then 
and 
K= n H,. 
f?EQ 
G-40/54/3-5 
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As H, is an existence set of best coapproximation and thus a cosun, we 
have 
Hq = fj {z E IF; TV E z,(H,)}. 
i=l 
Therefore, 
K= i\ ZER”;Ti(Z)E n ti(H,) ) 
i=l qeQ 
where for each i E N n and each q E Q, zi(Hq) is either a closed half space of 
IJY-’ or the entire space UV-i, in any case a closed set. Thus the stated 
formula follows in this case. 
If K= a, we may assume, without loss of generality that 0 E K. Then 
lin K is a proper linear subspace of R”, and moreover, an existence set of 
best coapproximation, thus admitting a representation in the form given by 
(4.4). Suppose there exists an XE R”\K such that zi(x) E ri(K) for each 
i E N n. Then x E lin K and for each i E N n there is a sequence (k”) in K such 
that x = lim m-t ,(k” + (xi - ky)e’) and the sequence (ky) of real numbers 
has a finite or infinite limit. In both cases, it follows that ei E lin K. Indeed, 
if lim, _ o. ky=:kj~[W, then limm,, k”=:kEK and xj#ki, since x$K, 
hence 
ei=(xi-k,))‘(x-k)ElinK. 
If lim, _ o. ky = &co, then 
ei = lim m-tm (kT)-‘k”Elin K. 
Since ei belongs to lin K for each ie N, and, on the other hand, 
dim(lin K) < n - 1, we obtain a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let 1 < p < 03, p # 2, and n B 3. If K is a cosun in 
Z”(n), then for each iE N,, TV is a comn in lp(n - 1). 
ProoJ: We prove that z,(K) is an existence set of best coapproximation. 
Let us recall that for all x E ZP(n), RK(x) is a compact ZP(n)-convex subset 
of K and hence zi( RK(x)) is a compact interval of R. 
Let (z,, . . . . z,) 4 r,(K). Then for all 1 E R, 2’ := (A, z2, . . . . z,J 4 K. If there 
exists a 1 E IF! such that I E n,(R,(z”)), then for each k E R,(z’) satisfying 
A = z.,(k), we have z,(k) E Rm(z2, . . . . z,). 
Suppose now that for all 1 E R, A $ n,(R,(z”)). Then the sets 
A, := (I. E R; q(&(zA)) c (- 03, /I)} 
A2 := {A E IF!; 7cl(RK(ZA)) c (A, co)} 
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are disjoint and have union R. Moreover, since Rk is upper semi-con- 
tinuous, x1 continuous, and zi. continuously depends on A, ,4 I and A, are 
open subsets of R. Hence, [w being connected, either A, = 0 or A, 
for instance, A2 = @, then there exists a 1, E R such that Un s l.O 5, 
is a bounded subset of RF r. 
Indeed, if we fix a point k E K, then for each A < kI =: & and eat 
k” E R,(zA), we have 
ll~1(k’)-~l(k)llp< f lzj-kjl’ 
c j=2 
since I,? - k, / P < 1 kf - k, 1 p. Consequently, there is a decreasing sequence 
(A,) in R and a sequence (k”) in K such that lim, _ m I, = - CQ, 
km~RK(zAm) for all me N, and the sequence (s,(k”)) converges to some 
element u E z 1 (K). One easily checks that u E Rrl(~)(z~, ...3 2,). 
Using Propositions 4.6, 4.9, and 4.10 systematically we 
follows. If K is a cosun in ZP(n), 1 <p < co, p # 2, n > 3, then 
K= fi {ZE R”; z;,(z)m;(K)) 
i, = 1 
and z;,(K) is a cosun in Zp(n - l), thus it can be expressed as 
n-1 
z;(K)= (-) {~E~W”-‘;Z~~~‘(~)E(Z~-‘OZ~)(K)). 
iz= 1 
Combining both formulas we obtain 
K= fi nfjl {ZE R”; (z;-’ 0 z;,)(z) E (q-’ -:J(K)), 
i, = 1 i2 = 1 
where (z;*- lo r;)(K) is a cosun in ZP(n - 2). By iteration, it follows that 
K= fj ... h (zER”; (z~~~o~~z~)(zBE(T~_,~~~z~)(K)), 
i, = 1 in-*= 1 
and (z~~_,oooz;,)(K) is a cosun in Ip(2). 
Since for every (n - 2)tuple (i, _ 2, . . . . iI) E N, x . . . x N, there is a unique 
pair (i,j)~N~xN, with i<jsuch that 
$2 aonq,=71.. Y’ 
we have, in fact, the formula 
K= n {z~R”;n&z)~s2~~(K)}. 
l<i<j<H 
649/54/3-5” 
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So far we have proved that a cosun in I P(n), 1~ p < CO, p # 2, n > 3, is 
the intersection of a family of closed ZP(n)-convex cylinder sets. The con- 
verse is true if 1 < p < co, p # 2, as follows from a general result on 
existence sets of best coapproximation in strictly convex spaces cited in 
Section 2. Concerning the case p = 1, we already mentioned that the inter- 
section of an arbitrary family of closed Z’(n)-convex cylinder sets need not 
be always Z’(n)-convex. If, however, it is so, it is even a cosun in l’(n), as 
may be seen by Theorem 4.12 below. Thus, in order to obtain a cosun from 
a given family of closed cylinder sets-with the assertion of Lemma 4.2 in 
mind-it is reasonable to make the assumption of norm-convexity rather 
to the intersection than to each single member of the family. 
THEOREM 4.12. Let 1 < p < CO, p # 2, n 3 3. A nonempty subset of iw” is 
a cosun in ZP(n) if and only if it-is ZP(n)-convex and the intersection of a 
family of closed cylinder sets. 
Proof: It remains to prove the sufficiency of the assertion. Let K be the 
intersection of a family of closed cylinder sets such that K is ZP(n)-convex. 
Then by Lemma 4.2, K can be expressed in the form (4.11) and for each 
(i, j) E Ni, x Nn with i < j, n,j(K) is a closed 1P(2)-convex subset of R* which 
implies that every cylinder set 
KY := {z E R”; Q(Z) E z&C)} 
(i,j)EN,x N,, i < j, is a cosun in ZP(n). We claim that also the intersection 
K=n i G i< jGn K, is an existence set of best coapproximation. This is 
known for p > 1. The following argument primarily intended for p = 1 also 
applies to the other p’s under discussion. 
Let x E [w”\K. By [3] there exists an element z E BK(x) which is minimal 
in the weak sense with respect to K, i.e., if z’ E BK(z), then 
llz’--kll = Ilz-kll for each kE K. We shall prove that z must belong to K. 
For this fix (i, j) E N, x N,, i < j. There exists a u = (u,, . . . . u,) E RKij(z) such 
that U, = z, for each r E N,\{ i, j}. Since z is a minimal point in the weak 
sense with respect to K, it follows that 
whence 
II (ui, uj) - (ki, kj)ll [p(z) = II (zi, zj) - (ki, kj)ll/p(2) V(kj, kj) E Q(K). 
Taking (ki, kj) = (uj, Us) this equation leads to ui=zi, uj= zj, thus U= z 
implying z E K,. Since this applies to each (i, j) E N, x N, with i < j, we 
have z E K and hence z E RK(x). 
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5. ANGULAR SPACES 
We now wish to characterize cosuns in fP(n) by sSpecial families of simply 
constructed IP(n)-convex cylinder sets, in particular in case p = 1. 
~o~~er~ing lP(n), 1 < p < 00, p # 2, M > 3, Theorem 4.12 reads: A mm- 
empty subset of W” is a cosun in ZP(n) if and only if it is the intersection of a 
family of closed convex cylinder sets. 
Before going on, let us introduce the follo 
closed half space of R” and M, that translate of 
plane contains the origin. Then by the 12(n)-n 
unique vector u E I”(H)\H, with /u/12 = 1 that 
respect to the 12(n)-norm. 
Plainly, a proper subset of R” is a closed convex cylinder set with base in 
e (i? j)-coordinate plane if and only if it is the intersection of 
half spaces whose 12(n)-normals have at most the i& a 
different from zero. Thus, the known ~~aracte~za~io~ 
IP(n), 1 < p < co, p # 2, is just a corollary of eorem 4.12. 
COROLLARY 5.1 (of Theorem 4.12). A proper subset of W is a COSW~ irz
iP(n), 1 < p < a, p # 2, n > 3, if and only if it is the intersection oj afarnj~~ 
of closed half spaces whose 12(n)-normals have at most two nonzero CCW- 
dkates. 
In case p = 1 the class of closed half spaces has to be replaced by a wider 
class of Ii-convex sets. To this end we introduce the fo~~ow~~g definitions. 
A connected proper subset A c R” (~32) is an angrier space if 
there exist two closed half spaces N, and Hz s 
call Hz) a pair of generating half spaces of A. A 
half ie itself if and only if the Z2(n)-normals of a 
spaces of A coincide. If an angular space A is not a space then there is 
exactly one pair of generating half spaces of A. Their bo~~d~~g h~~e~~la~~s 
intersect in an (n - 2)-dimensional affine subspace which we call edge 03 
A. In case n = 2 we merely speak of the vertex of A. (If A is a ha 
edge is not defined.) By the 12(n)-normals of an angular space A we III 
the uniquely determined I’(n)-normals of its generative half spaces. (T 
coincide if and only if A itself is a half space.) 
Throughout this section we deal with I”-convex angular spaces that are 
cylinder sets. For their characterization we have 
LEMMA 5.2. (i) Given an angular space A c &!’ that is not a haEf space, 
with 12(~)-normals (g,, g2) and (h,, h2), then A is 1 7(2)-convex $and only g 
and g,h, > 0, i.e., the 12(2)-normals of A lie in some quadrant of R’. 
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(ii) If (i, j) E N n x N n with i < j, then a proper subset C c [w” is a cylin- 
der set with base in the (i, j)-coordinate plane and E&C) is an i’(2)-convex 
angular space of Iw* tf and only tf C is an angular space of iw”, whose 
l*(n)-normals lie in some quadrant of the (i, j)-coordinate plane. 
Now, if K is a cosun in Z’(n), it takes the form 
K= fi () (z~R”;n&z)~w+G~~,}. 
l<i<jCn (.“,W.)EJ&$q 
If (i, j) E N, x lV, with i < j and ( y, w) E R,,io we set, for brevity, 
Ati, j, Y, w) := { ZEW;~&)EW+G,~,}. 
For all y=(y,, y2) and all w=(wi, WJ in R2 with yfw, w+G,-, is an 
Z*(2)-convex angular space of lR2 of the form 
HZ 1, z,); azl < awl or Bz2 < Pw2}, 
where a,fl~{-l,O,l} and (a(+(/3(#0; indeed, cr=O or p=O if 
~yl-w1~#~yZ-w21, and a#O, /?#O if ~yi--wl~=~y2-w,~. In the first 
case, w + G,- w is a half space of iR*, in the latter it is an angular space 
which is not a half space, with Z*(2)-normals (a, 0) and (0, /I) and vertex 
at w. 
Thus, for all (i, j)c N, x N,, kj, and all (y,w)~Rlrii(~), yfw, the 
cylinder set A(i, j, y, w) is an angular space whose E’(n)-normals lie in some 
quadrant of the (i, j)-coordinate plane. If A( i, j, y, w) is not a half space, 
the set {z E 53”; Q(Z) = w} is its edge whose distance from K is zero, since 
w E n,(K). 
Thus, one part of the following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 5.3. A proper subset of [w” (n 2 2) is a cosun in Z’(n) if and 
only tf it is the intersection of a family ‘% of angular spaces of [w” with the 
following properties. For each A E ‘u: 
(i) The 12(n)-normals of A lie in some quadrant of a two-dimensional 
coordinate plane of KY. 
(ii) If A is not a half space its edge has distance zero from the intersec- 
tion of the family 2L 
Proof Given a family ‘3 of angular spaces of R” which satisfy both 
conditions (i), (ii) above, let K := nA B a A. By (i), for every A E ‘?I, there is 
a pair (s, t)ENj.xNin, s<t, such that 
A = {z E W; Q(Z) E EJA) ) 
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and n,,(A) is an l’(2)-convex angular space of R2. (If A is not a 
the pair (s, t) is unique.) Thus, K takes the form 
K=l<i!Ilj<* i 
ZE R”; ?$(Z) E n US, , 
. . AE’ZI i 
where n&A) is either an Z’(2)-convex angular space of R2 or the entire 
space R2. We wish to show that K is l’(n)-convex. Then, by Theorem 4.12, 
K is a cosun in l’(n). 
Let a, b E K, a # b. We first assume 
There exists an angular space A, E 2I which is not a half space, 
such that its edge does not contain the elements a, b, but a 
between-point of a and b. (5.4j 
Let us suppose that the base of A, lies in the (1,2)-coordinate plane an 
us denote the vertex of n,,(A,) by (c,, cz). Then, by (5,4), (ci, c2) 
between-point of n,2(a) and n,,(b), and, by assumption (ii), belon 
z12(K). We now proceed as in the second part of the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
For r E N,\(l, 2) we may define c, as in (4.3) such that c := (c,, . ..) c,) is a 
point between a and b. Since for each (i, j) E N, x N, with i < j and eat 
A E M the set K&A) is closed and l’(2)-convex containing the elements 
n,(a), n&b), and z&k”) (m E N), it follows analogously to the ~ro~ed~r~ in 
of Lemma4.2 that E&c)ET@A) for all (i, j)EN,x N,, S<j, an 
s not apply, then for each A E 2I, both points a an 
lie in one of the generating half spaces of A. Thus the line s 
and b must be contained in each A and, ~o~seq~~~tly, in 
As may be seen from the “only if’ part of t proof of Theorem 5.3 the 
class of angular spaces fitting for character&! cosuns in l’(n) may be 
even further restricted. 
COROLLARY 5.5. A proper subset of R” (nZ2) is a cosun in I’(M) if 
and only if it is the intersection of a family % of a~~u~~~ spaces w 
12(n)-novmals belong to the set of unit vectors ( fei; ie Nn> aiz hose edges 
(if any) have distance zero from the intersection of the family 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is plain that for pi, p2 E (1, co)\ {2) a subset of R” is a cosun wit 
respect to IP’(n) if and only if it is a cosun with respect to apz(n). To 
compare this with the situation in Z’(n) let us point out the fo~lowi~ 
corollary of Theorem 4.12. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. For a proper subset K of R” the following assertion are 
equivalent: 
(i) K is a convex cosun in Z’(n). 
(ii) K is the intersection of a family of closed convex cylinder sets. 
(iii) K is the intersection of a family of closed half spaces whose 
12(n)-normals have at most two nonzero coordinates. 
(iv) K is a cosun in IP(n) for some p, 1 < p < CO, p # 2. 
Thus, the class of cosuns in I’(n) contains all subsets of IF&‘” that are 
cosuns with respect to IP(n), 1 cp < co, p # 2; in addition there are just 
those cosuns of Z’(n) that are nonconvex. From this it is also clear that the 
classes of linear cosuns in lP(n) coincide for all p, 1 d p < co, p # 2. Hence, 
the following characterization of linear cosuns known in IP(n)-spaces for 
1 <p< co, p#2, also holds in Z’(n). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let 1 < p < co, p # 2. For a proper linear subspace K 
of BY’ the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) K is a linear cosun in ZP(n). 
(ii) K is the intersection of a family of linear hyperplanes whose 
12(n)-normals have at most two nonzero coordinates. 
(iii) K is the range of a contractive linear projection in lp(n). 
It is well known that (iii) is equivalent o the condition that K is isometrically 
isomorphic to some IP-space. This is a special case of a result due to 
Ando [ 1 ] (p > 1) and Douglas [ 131 (p = 1 ), respectively. 
In P(n) the class of cosuns is much larger than in ZP(n), 1 <p < CO, 
p # 2, even in the linear and convex case. The exact characterization of 
cosuns in P(n) is left to another paper. 
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